
A true British thoroughbred



Range Rover
Reimagined by racing green

With a legacy stretching over 25 years, Kahn® is known for its significant 
heritage in creating exceptional vehicles. With innovative designs, attention 
to detail, and a commitment to delivering luxury and refinement in every 
vehicle they produce. Known around the world with a reputation spanning 

across the continents, it was time for Kahn® to embark on a new and 
exciting journey to celebrate where it all began —
The launch of our groundbreaking range rover programme: racing green.
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Months of meticulous research, conceptualization, and prototyping 
followed. Our team delved into the latest advancements in automotive 
engineering, exploring cutting-edge materials, aerodynamics, and 
sustainable technologies, resulting in the birth of a truly remarkable 
vehicle—the all-new fintail edition.

Drawing inspiration from the rich british heritage of the range rover brand, 
our team of designers and engineers have set out to create a vehicle 
that would redefine the concept of luxury suvs. Our goal is to push the 
boundaries of design, technology, and enhancing the brand’s core values 
of elegance, versatility, and capability.

At the front of the vehicle, a single 
sweep front bumper valance which 
merges seamlessly into vented front 
bumper extensions, representing a 
subtle homage to the very first kahn® 
range rover project.

Along the flanks are side skirts, 
bolstering the width of the vehicle 
with a fusion of influences from both 
ground effect racing machines of 
yesteryear and the stabilising fins 
found on modern fighter jets.

To the rear of the vehicle, a winged 
diffuser with additional stabilising 
fins reemphasises the underlying 
design influences of the racing green 
fintail edition.
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With this venture, we at racing green, redefine the standards of high-end design. The fintail 
edition range rover is the first vehicle in a growing range to be an emblem of exclusivity, 
elegance, and refinement, elevating the brand to new heights while reaffirming our 
commitment to pushing the boundaries of luxury…
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// Range Rover p400 fintail edition by racing green automotive in svo british racing green wearing 24” type 33 forged wheels p.09

exterior
lookbook



// Range Rover p400e fintail edition by racing green automotive in midnight portofino metallic blue with exposed carbon fibre vented bonnet wearing 24” type 33 forged wheelsp.10

exterior
lookbook



p.13// Range Rover p400 fintail edition by racing green automotive in satin eiger grey wearing 24” type 60 forged wheels

exterior
lookbook



// Range Rover p400e fintail edition by racing green automotive in satin black over eiger grey wearing 24” type 33 forged wheelsp.14

exterior
lookbook



// racing green automotive rear upper roof wing // racing green automotive rear lower boot spoiler p.17

exterior
lookbook



exterior
lookbook
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// racing green automotive exposed carbon fibre vented bonnet

optional
extras
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Detail
in design

Exclusive luxury interiors 
by racing green automotive
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// Rand Rover interior by racing green automotive in the finest quilet and perforated black nappa leather

leather
interiors
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// embossed racing green branding details highlight the attention to detail

leather
interiors
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leather
interiors
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// Rand Rover interior by racing green automotive in the finest quilet and perforated red nappa leather

leather
interiors
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// embossed racing green branding details highlight the attention to detail

leather
interiors
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Available in both 23” & 24”, the type 33 wheels are specifically designed for 
the 2022 and onwards models, these wheels ensure a flawless fit, tailored to 
perfection for the iconic range rover silhouette.

The wheels showcase kahn’s signature 3-spoke design, a testament to 
meticulous craftsmanship. The intricate detailing, rendered in contrasting 
shades of gloss black and satin silver, adds a touch of sophistication, making 
them a standout addition to your vehicle.

Type 33
Forged
Wheels

24” / 23”

Finish: satin black / diamond cut
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forged
wheels



Meticulously designed forged alloy wheels for racing green. Tailored specifically for 
the fifth-gen range rover L460 platform, these wheels are more than just a visual 
enhancement; they represent the pinnacle of engineering and design.

Crafted with precision, their lightweight construction not only accentuates the range 
rover’s aesthetics but also optimises ride quality and handling dynamics. Available in both 
23” & 24” to ensure your vehicle stands out with a distinctive flair.

Finish: gloss black / diamond cut Finish: satin black / diamond cut

Type 60
Forged
Wheels

24” / 23”
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forged
wheels



consits of:

front spoiler

rear bumper

side sills

rear upper roof wing (due january)

rear lower boot spoiler (due january)

extras:

type 33 forged wheels 23” / 24”

type 60 forged wheels 23” / 24”

full leather interior in a choice of colours

exposed carbon vented bonnet
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pricelist



racinggreen.com
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